
MS from US or M Tech From India 

After my post on ‘which engg branch between ECE/CSE has better prospects’, my mailbox was deluged with 
queries from parents and students alike. One query I am picking up for this post is- Does it make sense to do 
MS (masters degree) from USA after doing B.Tech from one of the top institute in India? 

This is such a subjective issue that no one can guide us better than ourselves since it boils down to the priorities 
of life. Therefore, I asked the person following five questions before I could give a proper guidance to the 
student. Q1: Is money an important factor in your life? Q2: Are you truly interested in doing masters? Q3: Can 
you fund your education in US? Q4: Do you have good academics ( i.e. good CGPA >8 & GRE ~1350) to get 
in top 20 Tech colleges in US (even better 10 top colleges). Q5: Can you adapt to US culture & tolerate minor 
racial profiling (this question inspired by bollywood movies, NewYork and My Name is Khan). 

‘Just do it’ I replied when the answers to above queries came in affirmative from the concerned student. The 
‘Thank you’ note followed from the obliged person asking how I could make this difficult decision look so 
simple. 

I would list down few things to support this decision. 

1) Post graduate degrees fetch more money than BTech degree. If the Masters is done from India, the person 
will probably get 1 or 2 lac more than a UG degree holder. However if the degree is MS from US, the person 
can get about double of what a non- masters will get in India (in case he/she) decides to come back to India. I 
have seen numerous people in corporate India cribbing about the fact that they are paid half the salary of MS 
from US while doing similar profile jobs. 

2) I can personally vouch for the fact that US exposure does count a lot- that too-lifelong on you resume. I have 
worked on many projects in different countries but found recruiters/visitors/friends do come back on that 2 
years of work I have done in US, shying away from asking a single thing about the similar work done in Saudi 
Arabia. Someone who has stayed in India all his life is considered to have less useful life experience (sorry for 
being so rude- but it is a FACT of corporate culture nourished in western values). 

3) Doing MTech from India when you are already from a top institute already is not a sensible choice (including 
from IITs and everyone knows what they are called in IITs- matka!- sorry if I hurt someone’s feeling). Someone 
who has done BTech from xyz college could think about MTech from IITs, just to get a tag. 

4) Make sure MS is done in one of the top 20 colleges. The top colleges are looking for GRE scores in the range 
of V-525+, Q-750+,A- 720+ for Computer Sci. My frank advice is that MS from US is really meant for serious 
students. The US has kept 20,000 H1B visas for persons doing MS and PhD from US univ making it much 
easier to get jobs after MS. 

5) At the end of the day, it is expertise and specialization that add value to the company engaged in cutting-edge 
technology on which they are so dependent. Indian companies perceive that MS from US hold a value 
proposition for them because of the quality of education and R&D at post-graduate level (India does have some 
good UG tech colleges and US univ are after these graduates for doing MS/PhD). 

Comments are welcome. 

 


